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Abstract—This article presents dimensioning and routing so-
lutions in IP QoS System designed during the implementa-
tion of the PBZ project: “Next Generation Services and Net-
works – technical, application and market aspects: Traffic
management – IP QoS System”. The paper presents the func-
tional architecture together to the description of the functions
and methods implemented in the system.
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1. Introduction

The architecture of the IP QoS System and traffic control
mechanisms have been specified during the PBZ project1

and the implemented prototype has been tested in the
testbed network. The proposed architecture of the IP QoS
System is compatible with the next generation network ar-
chitecture (NGN). Moreover, in terms of quality of service
(QoS) assuring, this implementation is compatible with the
differentiated services architecture (DiffServ) [1]. Figure 1
shows the IP QoS System architecture with implemented
functional modules.
The proposed solution relates to resource management
layer, which main objective is to separate the traffic sub-
mitted to the four classes of service (CoS): real time, mul-
timedia streaming, high throughput data and standard. The
resource management implemented in IP QoS distinguishes
three basic processes directed to prepare the network for as-
suring guaranteed service for the new requests:

– resource dimensioning process between edge routers,

– routing process on the basis of QoS requirements,
i.e., QoS-aware routing,

– resource reservation process for new call requests that
takes into account quality of service requirements.

These processes we implemented by the following mod-
ules: routing management (ROMAN), resource manage-
ment subsystem (RMS), policy decision – physical en-
tity (PD-PE), transport resource control (TRC) and policy
enforcement – physical entity (PE-PE). ROMAN module

1This work is partially funded by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher
Education, under contract number PBZMNiSW-02-II/2007 “Next Gener-
ation Services and Networks – technical, application and market aspects”.

is responsible for routing in the network. It should be
noted that the testbed network implements multiprotocol
label switching traffic engineering (MPLS TE) tunnels for
carrying traffic of given CoS. ROMAN module sets the
path and creates TE tunnels between each pair of edge
routers. In the project framework we implemented and
tested different routing algorithms for TE tunnels config-
uration. Besides standard algorithms additional extended
Dijkstra’s algorithms have been implemented. ROMAN
forces the TE tunnel in the routing algorithm by entering
the command: ip explicit-path with specified intermediate
nodes. After configuring tunnel, the module writes the in-
formation in a database and provides the information to the
RMS module with the list of tunnels. The RMS module
performs resource allocation and resource dimensioning,
which depend on available resources and matrices of traf-
fic demands, respectively. The primary task of the RMS
module is to determine the link capacity and buffer size for
each class of services inside a single domain. The resulting
capacity and buffer size are set in the edge router and are
the parameters used by the call admission control (CAC)
function.
The article describes the implementation of modules re-
sponsible for proper router configuration within the testbed
network. The main objective of the paper is to describe
the specification as well as implemented algorithms of the
modules responsible for dimensioning process and config-
uration of MPLS paths. Moreover, we describe how the
different modules cooperate with each other and exchange
data. The theoretical description comes with exemplary
configuration results taken from the testbed network of the
IP QoS System. In the conclusion, we summarize the
achievements of the implementation of the system by de-
scribing the presentation of IP QoS System testbed on na-
tional exhibition, and propose system extensions for further
development.

2. Functions of IP QoS System Modules

2.1. ROMAN Module

ROMAN module is responsible for the implementation of
the routing process in testbed network that is compatible
with the DiffServ architecture [1]. In DiffServ networks,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the IP QoS System.

edge routers support functionalities for single streams and
core routers are aware only of aggregated traffic in proper
CoSes. Testbed network implements MPLS TE tunnels for
routing packets belonging to different CoS. Edge routers
add and remove MPLS labels for incoming and outgoing
packets, respectively. MPLS TE tunnels, or briefly TE tun-
nels, are defined by the so-called label switched path (LSP).
To configure the LSP it is required to specify subsequent
nodes from source to destination router. Routers in the
MPLS network make forwarding decisions based on their
label forwarding instance base (LFIB) tables. These ta-
bles contain labels which corresponding input and output
interfaces. The paths on which are established the tunnels
are determined using a routing algorithm implemented in
ROMAN module. ROMAN task is to determine paths and
create TE tunnels between each pair of edge routers for
traffic classified into proper CoSes. DiffServ architecture
assumes that the individual streams of packets sent by ap-
plications in the backbone are aggregated into streams of
particular CoSes. In DiffServ architecture routers analyze
DSCP field in IP headers, and on this basis are handled
with appropriate CoS. Packets belonging to the CoSes in
the MPLS network are distinguished on the basis of the
value of EXP field in MPLS header (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. MPLS header (4 Bytes length).

For this reason we defined mapping between DSCP code
values and EXP values of the MPLS header. Method of
mapping DSCP codes for aggregated CoSes into MPLS
EXP codes is shown in Table 1 [2]. The table is filled in
accordance with the EXP-inferred-PSC LSP (E-LSP) model
proposed by the IETF [3]. Each router configures per hop
behavior (PHB) rules for packets with different EXP field’s
values. It is possible to do static mapping in the domain
but it should be the same in the whole network.

Table 1
Mapping between DSCP in IP QoS System

and PMLS EXP field [2]

Type of
End-to-end Class of service

MPLS
application

class of in IP QoS DSCP
EXPservice project

Signaling Signaling Signaling 101000 101
VoIP Telephony Real time (RT) 101110 100
Interactive

RT interactive 100000games

Video on
MM streaming MM streaming

011010

demand
011100 011
011110

High High 001010
010

FTP throughput throughput 001100∗
001∗

data data 001110∗

Standard Standard (STD) 000000 000
∗ DSCP codes and MPLS EXP field used for HTD class of service.

In the project we assumed that the capacity of all the links
in the core network is divided into different classes of ser-
vice. This division is determined by the RMS module, ac-
cording to the maximum allocation model (MAM) method
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described in [4]. The main advantage of the model is its
simplicity and, in turn, the model ensures the achievement
of isolation between traffic.
ROMAN module performs the following functions:

– retrieves information about the network topology,

– sets required capacity (CQoS) for proper classes of
service,

– establishes MPLS TE tunnels,

– provides information about the topology and TE tun-
nels to the RMS module.

We assume that the input data for ROMAN module is infor-
mation about current network topology, link capacity and
required capacity for CoSes stored in the database. Module
retrieves information from one of the router of the network,
since all the routers in the network use the OSPF routing
protocol [5] and gather information about network topol-
ogy. In our implementation it is possible to load the status
of the network from extensible markup language (XML)
configuration file. Due to resource dimensioning model,
the value of required capacity for proper CoS cannot be
greater than constraint (1):

CQoS ≤
Cmin

LRD −1
, (1)

where:
Cmin – minimal access link capacity,
LRD – number of edge routers.

CISCO routers use PCALC algorithm for MPLS TE tun-
nels establishment. This algorithm discovers the paths in
the network and provides data for explicit route object
(ERO) field used in RSVP-TE signaling structure. The
proposed solution implemented and tested different rout-
ing algorithms for TE tunnels configuration, therefore re-
placement of PCALC algorithm was mandatory. In addi-
tion to standard algorithms such as Dijkstra and Kruskal,
additional algorithms have been implemented like extended
Dijkstra’s described in [6] and self-adaptive multiple con-
straints routing algorithm (SAMCRA) described in [7], [8].
ROMAN configures TE tunnels by entering the command:
ip explicit-path with specified intermediate nodes. After
configuring the tunnel, the module writes information in
the database and provides list of tunnels to the RMS mod-
ule. Additional implementation details are presented in
Section 3.

2.2. RMS Module

RMS module is responsible for implementing the algorithm
for resource dimensioning and allocation, depending on
available resources and demands in the domain. Perform-
ing these tasks requires communication with the ROMAN
and PD-PE modules. In the prototype we implemented
a simplified static version of resource allocation algorithm.

The primary task for RMS module is to determine the ca-
pacity allocated for each class of service in every edge

router (ER) of the domain. This capacity is used by call
admission control function implemented in the TRC-FE
module. In addition, the RMS module sets the buffer size
in appropriate port for respective classes of service in ac-
cordance to [2].
RMS module receives notification from ROMAN module
about changes in network topology. The notification itself
does not provide information about new network topology
and is the responsibility of the RMS to achieve this in-
formation in a pull mode from the ROMAN. Additionally
RMS module can be notified that paths has been changed
in network by ROMAN module. Like the previous notifica-
tion, it does not provide additional data structures, therefore
the RMS module retrieves structure with up-to-date paths
in the network from ROMAN module.
RMS module allocates bandwidth for all classes of service
in a chosen path (MPLS TE tunnel). Additionally module
allocates bandwidth for the MPLS tunnels that pass through
particular link. In addition, buffer sizes are set in each
output port and for each class of service (ports through
which at least one path passes). The results obtained from
the resource allocation algorithm are used in the admission
control algorithm.
To describe the algorithm we introduce the following vari-
ables and constants:

l = 1 . . .L, link number (L ≡ number of links),

s = 1 . . .S, path number (S ≡ number of paths),

k = 1 . . .K, CoS number (K ≡ number of CoS),

Cl ≡ capacity of link l,

δls = 1 if path number s contains link number l, other-
wise δls = 0,

M[k,s] ≡ matrix of demands including demands for
CoS number k in path s.

In particular, the algorithm allocates resources for the
classes of service and convert relative input matrix of de-
mands into absolute matrix of demands describing the ex-
act bandwidth for each path and class of service. When
for all classes and paths are the same demands then input
elements of the matrix are equal to 1.
After running the algorithm, the output matrix contains the
bandwidth requirement for each path and class of service.
Then, we calculate the value of bandwidth Ckl for router
output port of link l and class of service k according to the
formula:

Ckl = ∑
s

M[k,s] δls . (2)

After calculating the bandwidth values for different classes
of service we calculate buffer sizes. The length of the
buffers allocated for each class depends on the used routers.
For example, Cisco routers used in the prototype allowed
to work with no more than 64 packets total buffer size for
all classes of service. The results presented below take into
account this limitation.

Signaling class: Resource dimensioning for signaling traffic
is quite complicated. Recent studies showed that a single
procedure call statement in the exemplary architecture of
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next generation networks needs around 30 kbit/s. If we have
reserved bandwidth CSIG for signaling traffic, then we can
allow CSIG/30 connection set-up procedures. One proce-
dure connection request, sends simultaneously N messages
to the network. In order not to loose signaling packets, the
buffer size for signaling CoS should be calculated accord-
ing to the following formula:

BSIG =
CSIG [kbit/s]

30 [kbit/s]
N [packets] . (3)

RT Interactive class: Buffer size for this class must take
into account maximum values of delay variation (IPDV)
according to the following formula:

IPDVRT [s] =
BRT ×dRT [B/packet] 8 hop

CRT [kbit/s]
, (4)

where:

dRT – the largest packet length of all RT streams,
hop – the number of hops on the longest path,
BRT – buffer size for RT class,
CRT – allocated bandwidth for RT class.

MM streaming and HTD classes of service require small
packet loss [2]. Therefore, the buffer size should be large
enough to minimize the number of lost packets belonging
to these classes of service. On the other hand, while there
is no requirement for delay variation the requirement for
packet transfer delay (IPTD) is 0.5 s for end-to-end de-
lay [2].
The delay and packet loss levels depend on the load (ρ).
Only, we can calculate the maximum buffer size for the
delay when the buffer is always full (ρ → 1). Then, the
buffer can be calculated using the following formula:

IPDVMMS/HTD [s]=
(BMMS/HTD+1)dMMS/HT D [B/packet]8hop

CMMS/HTD [kbit/s]
,

(5)

where:
dMMS/HT D – maximum packet size of all streams MMS or

HTD,
hop – the number of hops on the longest path,
BMMS/HT D – buffer size for MMS or HTD,
CMMS/HT D – allocated bandwidth for MMS or HTD.

For the values based on IPTD, the length of the buffer is
over-dimensioned (ρ < 1). If the buffer size is too small,
then we choose a larger buffer size in our implementation
(100 packets – as a minimum value).
The input data related to network topology and routing
are passed from ROMAN module to RMS module. RMS
node can be configured with the appropriate entries in the
configuration files. Configuration of QoS requirements is
stored in the file “qos.txt”, while the value of demands
are stored in the file “demands.txt”. This file configures
the demand for specific paths and specific classes of ser-
vice: signaling, real time, MM streaming, high throughput
data and standard. Demands are expressed as the weights,

and allocated capacity is directly proportional to the stated
weight. In another configuration file are stored quality of
service requirements for different classes of service (Ta-
ble 2). The file for the relevant class defines the following
metrics: IP packet loss ratio (IPLR), IP packet transfer de-
lay (IPTD), IP packet delay variation (IPDV) and packet
length d. Additional implementation details are presented
in Section 3. Table 2 presents the necessary data of CoS
for configuring RMS.

Table 2
The requirements on the quality of service [2]

Number Class IPLR IPTD IPDV d

1 Signaling X X X –
2 Real time X X X X
3 MM streaming X X – –
4 High throughput data X X – –
5 Standard – – – –

2.3. PD-PE Module

PD-PE module participates in routing process in the do-
main in the following way. It receives from the ROMAN
module information of customers attached to given routers.
This function is performed by configureAccessNetworks()
method in interface RomanToPd. Current list of customers
addresses belonging to the routers overwrites the old one.
Function requestAccessNetworks() in PdToRoman interface
request list of customer addresses in routers.
PD-PE module provides information for the call ad-
mission control function and resource allocation process
to the routers, in order to configure the interfaces. Both
functions are triggered by the RMS by using configureRe-
sources() and configurePorts() functions in RmsToPd in-
terface. During the network resources monitoring process,
PD-PE module transmits reports through reportResource-
State() function in PdToRms interface.

2.4. PE-PE Module

PE-PE module manages network devices’ configuration,
which is the final element for configuring the router out-
put interface. For this purpose the interface PdToPe has
configurePorts() function that provides router interface con-
figuration. This configuration includes resource allocation
(bandwidth and buffer size) for particular class of service.
PE-PE module is the last element of the signaling chain
for resource allocation. Module communicates with the
network devices. Anyway, this communication is not stan-
dardized and is specific to each network which actually acts
as a driver for the IP QoS System.
For appropriate work of PE-PE module, a database is
created containing the following tables: routers, inter-
faces, class configurations, pe points, access lists, policers,
shapers and session. The first four tables provide informa-
tion about topology of testbed network. It should be noted
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that the contents of both interfaces and class configurations
tables will vary depending on the dimensioning of network
resources. Subsequent tables access lists, policers, shapers
and session will be filled during admission control process.
In routers table is stored basic information about routers in
testbed network. Since in the testbed network we imple-
ment 2 border routers and 4 core routers, then the routers
table contains 6 records, one for each router. Each of these
routers have an identifier that is used as a foreign key for ac-
cessing the table. The fields username, password and pass-
word enable contain the data necessary to establish a telnet
session with the routers. Field ip contains the IP address of
virtual loopback interface, which is defined on each router
and used as an identifier of the router in the testbed net-
work.
Class configuration table contains data about classes of ser-
vice provided in the system. This table contains the fol-
lowing fields: name – the name of the CoS, bitrate – bit
rate dedicated to the class on the output link [bit/s] and
queue limit – the queue size for the class. Moreover, the
interface id is a foreign key, which represents the identi-
fier of the network interface. For each interface are de-
fined five classes of service: real time, MM streaming, high
throughput data, standard and signaling.
Table Pe points contains data of all edge nodes in the net-
work. Moreover, the database module of PE-PE contains
the tables: policers, shapers i session, which are filled dur-
ing the per-flow operation of IP QoS System.

2.5. TRC-PE Module

TRC-PE node runs the call admission control algorithm.
For this purpose in PdToTrc interface we distinguish
the method configureResources() that provide description
of resource allocation for each class of service. After start-
ing this method, the following actions are performed:

• TRC-PE module finds in the database points that re-
alize call admission control. In case the point is not
found, the method returns a negative result.

• Resource configuration take into account bandwidth,
buffer size, packet loss ratio, packet transfer delay and
packet delay variation. Based on these parameters is
provided maximum load value, which is determined
by an call admission control algorithm. This value
is stored in the database. If the call admission con-
trol algorithm is not supported, the method returns
a negative result.

• After the proper run the algorithm returns a positive
result.

During configuration of the TRC-PE module was set up
a database named pbz trc. This database stores data about
available resources for each class of service on IP QoS
System and for all edge routers in the testbed network.
Table trc points contains information for all edge routers
(routers ER1 and ER2). Moreover trc resources table stores

information about the classes of service for all the routers
specified in the table trc points. While system is working
these tables are filled with records that store data about the
current sessions and flows in the testbed network.

3. Implementation of IP QoS System
Modules

ROMAN module has been implemented in C# and runs on
a virtual MONO platform on Suse Linux. Communication
with other modules is provided by the interface using the
ICE library. Figure 3 depicts ROMAN module divided in
functional blocks.

Fig. 3. ROMAN module divided in functional blocks.

The main functionality is included in the library of routing
algorithms. This module determines paths between each
pair of edge routers for each Class of Service. To find a path
between two routers we implemented Dijkstra, Kruskal and
SAMCRA algorithms.

To determine the routing topology of the network RO-
MAN reads OSPF table from one router of the testbed net-
work. This is achieved by using the database library. For
testing purposes we can load the network topology from
the XML file. In addition, the implemented module pro-
vides information to other modules about network topology
and established TE tunnels. This functionality of the RO-
MAN module is used by RMS and PD-PE modules. The in-
terfaces with other modules have been defined using
the SLICE language. Figure 4 shows the data structure
used by the interfaces.

Another function of ROMAN is to force routing in the net-
work by properly configuring the routers. This is done by
sending commands to the edge routers forming the MPLS
TE tunnel, giving an ordered list of routers through which
the path passes.

RMS module has been implemented in C++. The imple-
mentation uses the standard C++ libraries and the ICE li-
brary version 3.3.0 for C++. Figure 5 shows the sequence
of messages between ROMAN, RMS, and PD-PE modules
during the update of paths and network topology.
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Fig. 4. Data structures used by ROMAN module.

The RomanToRms interface defines the methods topol-
ogyHasChanged() and routingPathsHaveChanged() which
provide information from ROMAN to RMS module to up-
date network topology and paths, respectively. Moreover,
the RmsToRoman interface defines the methods request-
Topology() and requestPath() providing download of cur-
rent network topology and paths.

Fig. 5. Sequence of messages – update of paths and topology.

After RMS module receives the new data, it starts
call admission control function that calculates the new
limits and sets up router output ports. Subsequently,
new data are sent to the PD-PE node using the meth-
ods configureResources(CacConfList) and configurePorts-
(RouConfList). CacConfList structure contains the con-
figuration of edge routers for the CAC function (calcu-
lated on the basis of the capacity). RouConfList struc-
ture contains the configuration used for output ports of the
routers.

The RmsToPd interface defines the methods configur-
eResources(CacConfList) and configurePorts(RouConfList)
which enable the configuration message from RMS to PD-
PE module; specifically, CacConfList contains data for
CAC configuration and RouConfList for output ports con-
figuration.

PD-PE, TRC-PP and PE-PE modules were written in
Python language. For implementation was used ICE library

version 3.3.0 in Python library: readpool, SQLAlchemy,
psycopg2, database PostrgreSQL version 8.3.

4. Testbed Network

The described modules of the IP QoS System have been
installed in the testbed network. Figure 6 shows the
topology of the testbed network in which laboratory tests
are performed. Preliminary tests showed that the imple-
mented modules work together correctly and properly con-
figure the network mechanisms for providing DiffServ ar-
chitecture.

Fig. 6. Testbed network with implemented modules.

The implemented IP QoS System correctly configures the
testbed network, which is able to guarantee the QoS param-
eters set for the proper classes of service. In the following
text we expound some issues related to network configu-
ration by the PE-PE and ROMAN modules. Please note
that only the ROMAN and PE-PE modules configure the
network mechanisms in the network devices. The other
modules in the IP QoS System allow proper operation of
the whole system.

4.1. MPLS Path Configuration in Testbed Network by

ROMAN Module

The implemented software of IP QoS System is tested
and demonstrated in the laboratory network as described
in [9], [10]. ROMAN requires that edge and core routers
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had been pre-configured to send MPLS traffic. In particu-
lar, it should be possible to implement OSPF routing and
MPLS on the physical interfaces:

# interface < configured interface name e.g. “GigabitEth-

ernet0/1” >
# mpls ip

# mpls traffic-eng tunnels

# ip rsvp bandwidth < interface bandwidth> < flow

bandwidth>

The next step is to create a tunnel between a pair of bound-
ary routers:

# interface Tunnel1

# description tunel1

# tunnel destination < loopback interface ip address of
router terminating the tunnel>

# tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 1 explicit name

<path name>

# tunnel mpls traffic-eng record-route

# no routing dynamic

Each router in the laboratory network has IP addresses as-
sociated with physical interfaces and logical address of the
router, which is unique throughout the network (Loopback0
logical interface). ROMAN uses Loopback0 interface ad-
dresses for configuring MPLS tunnels.
In the laboratory ROMAN application runs in the initial
phase of network configuration. This module detects net-
work topology, discovers paths from routing and sets MPLS
tunnels. Configured topology with MPLS paths are sent to
the RMS module.

4.2. Configuration of the Monitoring Mechanism in

Testbed Network by PE-PE Module

Monitoring mechanisms in testbed network are imple-
mented by a single token bucket for real time class of
service. To configure this mechanism we should set peak
rate value with burst size value [11]. Conforming pack-
ets are marked with proper DSCP value, whereas exceed-
ing ones are rejected. Sample commands for configur-
ing Cisco routers mechanism for version 12.1 are listed
below:

# configure terminal

# ip access-list extended <rule name>

# permit UDP host <source IP address> eq <port num-

ber> host <sink IP address> eq <port number>

# exit

# interface <router interface that will be configured>

# rate-limit output access-group <rule name> <peak

rate> <burst size> <burst size> conform-action set-

dscp-transmit <number DSCP> exceed-action drop

As we can see from the above list, first we define the
group to which we assign the UDP stream between two
routers and ports in the network. Then we configure

the router interface properly to indicate conforming pack-
ets (compatible with token bucket mechanism) with proper
DSCP value.

4.3. Configuration of the Scheduling Mechanism in the

Testbed Network by PE-PE Module

The first step is the definition of the classes of service. For
the exemplary real time CoS, the instructions would be as
follows:

# class-map PbzRealTime

# match dscp ef cs4

Next, the router must be configured (example for real time
class configuration) [11]:

# policy-map <policy name>

# class PbzRealTime

# priority < bit rate allocated to the class of service >

# exit

# exit

# interface < router interface that will be configured >

# service-policy output <policy name>

# hold-queue < total buffer size allocated to router in-

terface > out

The mechanisms used in the testbed correspond to these
ones which are accessible by Cisco routers. The presented
commands are intended to illustrate how we use router
mechanisms in the testbed network. It should be noted
that implemented IP QoS System can automatically config-
ure a testbed network in accordance with the requirements
of guaranteed quality of service.

5. Summary

During the project we carried out preliminary tests of
functionality and cooperation of IP QoS System modules.
These tests confirmed the correct implementation and co-
operation of the modules described in this article. During
the tests, we examined not only network configuration, but
also the performance of implemented system.
IP QoS System was presented at the conference Krajo-
we Sympozjum Telekomunikacji i Teleinformatyki 2010 –
KSTiT 2010. The exhibition demonstrated the performance
of implemented IP QoS System with all modules, calls gen-
erator and network analyzer. The exhibition presented a test
VoD application with QoE Telchemy analyzer and test VoIP
application with MOS Agilent analyzer.
The described implementation of IP QoS System shows that
the proposed solution could be used by network operators.
However, it should be noted that the implemented system is
designed for research and not for commercial purposes. For
this, a solution for commercial purposes should be written
from the beginning, in order to ensure not only correct work
but, especially, effective performance of the system.
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At last, let us remark that the proposed solution is limited
to single domain network and it does not take into account
different network access technologies. The proposed sys-
tem in future studies could be extended by a further element
like access networks such as, e.g., wireless network 802.11
standard.
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